Dorman Exclusive
Patented OE FIX Solution

The wheel end coupler connects the wheel and axle shaft
• Direct replacement for a proper fit every time
• Corrosion resistant
• Made of high-quality materials for increased durability and a longer service life
• Quality inspection includes extensive vehicle try-on testing and corrosion testing for conformance to product standards

Staked Plugs allow for original vehicle vacuum lines to connect without the need to cut or splice hoses
Pre-Installed Grease Fittings allows end user to easily lubricate the gear

600-405
Ford Expedition 2015-03, Ford F-150 2015-04, Lincoln Mark LT 2008-06, Lincoln Navigator 2015-03

DORMAN OE FIX SOLUTION

OE PROBLEM:
The original wheel end actuator diaphragm tears and stops moving, resulting in loss of vacuum and 4WD function.

Patent-pending and exclusive wheel end coupler eliminates the original vacuum operated wheel end actuator.